The Superpowers and the Middle East
political gains, but not at the risk of war, and in doing so
shs kept open all her options/7 The Soviet Union believed that
success in this power play could have a positive effect on her
position in the Middle East; it could also strike a blow at
American prestige internationally. Presumably these, among
other possible potential political gains, were for the Soviet
Union worth the risk. To pursue such an ambivalent, risk-
taking course called for considerable diplomatic agility. As an
ally of the Arabs, the Russians rejected proposals for any Four-
Power action to prevent the outbreak of war; they preferred to
deal with the problem independently, not wishing to be identi-
fied with the West. In the United Nations, they vigorously
championed Arab interests38 and toward the end of May 1967,
sharpened their propaganda attacks on the United States, Israel
and the West, The basic interest of the Soviet Union was to
establish herself firmly in the Middle East, and to minimize
and eventually exclude U.S. influence in that area.
However, the negative steps taken by the Soviet Union were
of no great consequence since they did not deal with the
central issues in the crisis; they were essentially on the peri-
phery. But she was cautious when it came to dealing with the
central issues. Thus ste avoided taking any public stand on
Nasser's claim of sovereignty over the Strait of Tiran since
a principk was involved here that bore directly on a Soviet
'* Christian Science Monitor, 25 May 1967, p. 6.
** The apparent Soviet support for the Arab cause was assumed by the
Arabs as an indication of the Soviet commitment against Israel. The
Soviet propaganda that it was their nuclear threat which had halted the
1956 Suez War also helped in creating an image in the Arab mind that
in the event of a military confrontation with Israel and the Arabs, they
could depend upon the armed might of the Soviet Union. According to
some observers, this encouraged them to thinV in terms of an eventual
violent and "final solution" of the Israeli problem rather than of some
kind of peaceful accommodation. See K. R. Singh, <4The Soviet-UAR Re-
lations*, India Quarterly, April-June, 1969, p. 147.
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